Cosentino presents
a new Dekton color selection
for 2020
The Collection combines four chromatic series, each with their own distinct
personality: the natural sensitivity of Chromica, Liquid’s elegance and fluidity
(reserved for our most distinguished clients), the daring and provocative
colors of Avant-Garde, together with the versatile and diverse tones of
Portfolio.
The result is an exclusive palette of colors that combines the latest trends
with a range of materials perfect for everyday projects.

Liquid was born out of the
collaboration between the
Cosentino design team and
PATTERNITY.

Ane and Grace
PATTERNITY

PATTERNITY, a London-based design
studio specializing in the creation
of motifs and patterns, draws out
Dekton®’s potential as an innovative
material to the forefront.

LIQUID SHELL

Liquid
Design
Each tone within this color palette was inspired by elements
in their liquid state. Loyal to PATTERNITY and its philosophy,
the concept of this collection takes its inspiration from the
beauty found in nature, protecting the environment and
promoting sustainable design.

LIQUID SKY

LIQUID EMBERS

Liquid
Embers
Liquid Embers represents the meeting point of fire and liquid in the depths of the
Earth. Embers invokes the destructive power of magma. The fusion of matte and
shine effects accentuates the blue tones throughout its dark design. This color
embodies the alchemy of the elements and gives way to a universal connection.
With renewed strength, it channels the concepts of intuition, power and creativity.

A marbled storm of ethereal lightness that celebrates the scientific
principles of fluid dynamics. Liquid Sky’s unique features bloom with gray
veining on a white background. Its design explores the inertia of gravity
and the interaction of elements. What’s more, it pays homage to circular
energy and perpetual movement.

Liquid
Sky

Liquid
Shell
A celebration of the sobriety and tenderness that life
evokes beneath the sea waves. The ocean reflects the
natural rhythm of life – the gentle cycle of waves that
lap the rocky shore and create new textures on the
surface with each movement.

Daniel Germani

Chromica emerged from the
collaboration with the architect
and designer, Daniel Germani.
This new series was created
with the aim of expanding
the Dekton color spectrum,
incorporating two new musthave shades in sophisticated,
chameleon-like matte.

CHROMICA FEROE

Chromica
Design
From north to south, east to west, we’ve captured
the most versatile and elegant tones – colors that
are able to dress any architectural space, from
innovative, ground-breaking projects to classic,
minimalist designs.

C H R O M I C A B A LT I C

Dekton
Chromica
Feroe
The profoundness of the green captured by Feroe
is perfect for creating spaces that exude life and
tranquility, excellent for decorative spaces with an
emphasis on nature.

The dark, serene blue of Baltic works perfectly in
large public spaces, where it can lend its innate
calmness to transitional and fast-paced spaces.

Dekton
Chromica
Baltic

HELENA / STONIKA COLLECTION

Dekton’s most
daring textures
Daring means setting trends, innovating means having
an impact and breaking with the norms. Avant-Garde
fuses the latest offerings from Dekton’s state-of-the-art
collections. Designs with a rich color palette for spaces
with a striking personality.
This series has been created for architects and designers
who dare with their creations.

K H A LO / S T O N I K A C O L L E C T I O N

LAURENT / NATURAL COLLECTION

Dekton
Khalo
Khalo takes inspiration from Patagonia Granite, one of
the world’s most sought-after stones due to its unique
formation and tones, which could only have been created
by Mother Nature herself.
Thanks to our Xgloss technology, the color’s polished finish
has a spectacular shine and depth that emphasizes the
complex and colorful structure of the stone.
The speckled subtly in intense black, pale gold and coffee
brown and the delicate balance of the two prominent
formations form an authentic, vanguard color. It’s a unique
color in the market that is able to bring impressive design
to the most contemporary spaces.

Dekton
Helena
Helena has great richness, perfect balance of gray and
white tones, and delicate cracks shine with the depth of
onyx- the natural stone that inspired this piece. Its design
is greatly appreciated by designers and architects alike
thanks to its beauty and luster.

Dekton
Laurent
Inspired by the natural Port Laurent stone,
we’ve crafted a unique color that stands out
with its complex beauty. Its texture plays with
contrasting shades and tones. The gold grain
dominates the surface and lends warmth to
the cold, dark background, ideal for the most
luxurious spaces.

REM

Colors that adapt
to our everyday needs
Portfolio brings together five traditional colors that adapt
to any type of project. Boasting monochrome sobriety with
subtle veining and details that combine versatility with
undeniable style.

BROMO

MILAR

Dekton
Rem
Rem takes inspiration from one of the most elegant white marbles
on the market. Thanks to its detailed gray and gold veins it is able to
enhance the sober, almost linear structure of the Calacatta Lincoln
itself.
One of the greatest technological innovations of this year is the
synchronicity achieved between veining and relief. In Rem we can
appreciate fine veining with subtle relief and natural sensitivity of
the highest degree.

Dekton
Milar
Rusted and eroded materials begin to show a personality of their
own that is only possible with the passing of time.
This essence is captured by the spirit of Milar, a color that plays
with industrial grey and earthly tones, making it a versatile and
on-trend option.

The tone and texture inherent to slate transform Bromo into a
valuable color for designers, making it an interesting ally perfect for
a variety of spaces. Its eroded surface and varying tones results in a
effortless piece that can be used in almost any project.

Dekton
Bromo
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